THE FIRST MANEUVERS of the Hungarian army since the end of the world war were witnessed at Budapest by Count Charles Czaky, minister of defense; Archduke Joseph, and Admiral Nicholas von Horthy, regent of Hungary.

EUROPE'S SMALLEST ARMY, the Hungarian, also is the latest modern in its equipment. As it played at war near Budapest it presented an antigued appearance. Neither tanks nor airplanes were to be found. In the foreground you see a machine gun mounted on an ordinary peasant carriage.

IN THE GIANT'S CABIN—Jacob Gould Schurman, American ambassador to Germany, paid a visit on the Dornier airplane works at Altenheim and inspected the D-O-X, the new monster of the air. The view of him in the pilot's cabin gives an apt comparison of the size of man and machinery.

Lucky Kids!

NOW BEG for MORE Cod Liver OIl!

All children get in their doctors limit on it—but only the lucky kids get Coco Cod—the only kind that actually tastes good and does not melt of fish! Full strength and pure, Coco Cod has all the vital life-giving vitamins that build little bodies.

Is Yours a Lucky Kid?

Try Coco Cod—the only cod liver oil with all three necessary vitamins—"A", "B", and "D"—all druggists have it.

Coco Cod

New safe, sure way of Science ends pain instantly!

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads

For Corns

The treaty you apply Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads over corns and they are gone! This wonderful medicine is the result of their healing power. Your problem is not solved until the corn or the painful part of the foot is gone. It is not necessary to soak feet or use other liquids and plans. It is the ideal treatment.

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are also valuable for Burns and Cuts. Reliable, moderate, 15 each, do not burn, become second skin, and guarantee results.

LE1 THEM R0MP OUTDOORS IN ANY WEATHER!

ZIP FASTENER SETS

JACKETS—LEGGINGS HATS-TO-MATCH

will keep them warm and dry.

Made of DURATEX—the famous 100% virgin wool knit-cloth—

DURATEX—90% virgin wool, and other warm and sturdy fabrics.

STANDARD SETS are Cold-Proof, Wind-Proof and Shower-Proof.

STANDARD SETS are modern clothes for modern children! Easy to put on—easy to take off—and best of all—ideas love to wear them.


If you cannot obtain Standard Sets in your favorite store, write us mentioning size and color desired and we will see that your order is filled immediately.

8. BAUH & CO., 510 SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

BE SURE THEY'RE "STANDARD"

FOR SMOOTH SKIN

If you would like your skin to be smooth as marble, soft as velvet, free from aging lines for years and years to come, then don't trust to luck!

A smooth, flawless skin is not the gift of a kind Fate. It is the logical result of simple, daily care.

The treatments and preparations which Dorothy Gray evolved for preventing lines and wrinkles—and for correcting them—have long proved successful in the Dorothy Gray salons. Now you can give yourself these simple, scientific treatments right in your own home.

All the Dorothy Gray preparations and cosmetics will be found at leading shops in Chicago.

Ask for the booklet, "Your Dewy of Beauty," which explains very clearly the Dorothy Gray method.

DOROTHY GRAY

906 MICHIGAN AVENUE, NORTH

Through the artful direction of the Sears-Roebuck Building